


Abstract 

In this paper we present some current results of our ongoing project 
on the integration of perception and symbolic reasoning. The focus of 
the paper is on the formalization of perception and belief. We outline 
the basics of a formai theory of belief that is sensitive t.o the way in 
which beliefs are formed through perception. The process of formation 
of beliefs involves a for111 of inference that is defeasible. We repre
sent this kind of inference by means of well-known techniques of nOI1-
111onotonic reasol1ing. In addition, we provide an account of perception 
that. is consistent wit.h our intuition for how percept.ion functions, i.e., 
causality. 

1 Introduction 

Intelligent agents acquire informa.tion a.bout their environment by sensing 
the world around, and interpreting the sensory input to form beliefs about 
the environment. This interpretation process is called perception. Other 
forms of belief acquisition, like inductive generalization or communica.tion 
with other agents, provide indirect ways of becoming aware of the surround
ing environment. While there has been a great deal ofwork in AI on commu
nication and belief, and on induction, learning, and belief revision, relatively 
little attention has been paid to the problem of describing the effects of sens
ing on beliefs. This is not because the problem is simple and has an obvious 
solution; on the contrary, the nature of perceiving is intrinsically complex, 
as it is testified by the iterated attempts of philosophers and cognitive scien
tists to provide a coherent and complete account. In particular, explaining 
how it is possible to acquire informa.tion about the physical world on the 
basis of sensing, that is, explaining the nature of the connection between the 
appearance of an object or situation and its reality, has long been a puzzling 
problem for any theory of perceiving. 

The theory proposed by [Pollock 74] provides at least a partial solution to 
the problem of perception, and we draw from it. According to such a theory, 
perceiving that something is the case gives us a logical l presumption for 
assuming that what is perceived is real1y occurring in the physical world. 
Such alogical presumption leads us to acquire a belief, provided that we do 
not contemporarily hold additional information that constitutes a defeater 
for the logical presumption (see Section 2). Therefore perception is seen as 
a particular kind of defeasible inference. 

l The term logical is used as opposed to contingento 
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